structure invaginates from the posterior to the center of the cell, and we often observed multiple invaginations in a single cell. Interestingly, the number of the invagination per cell increased after the inhibition of actin with cytochalasin and decreased after the inhibition of microtubule with nochodazole, suggesting that the structure is maintained in a microtubule-dependent manner. The invagination projects toward centrioles on the apical side of the nucleus and associates with one of them, after which the nuclei and MTOC become posteriorly shifted before spindle formation. Further, a cilium forms on the posterior side of the cell and its basal body remains associated with the invagination. These observations suggested that the invaginations physically pull the cell division machineries including the centriole. A laser ablation experiment showed that the invagination recoils immediately after the ablation and suggested that the invagination is under tensile force and promotes the posterior positioning of the centrosome. Finally, we showed that the orientation of the invaginations is coupled with the polarized dynamics of centrosome movements and the orientation of cell division. Based on these findings, we propose a model whereby this novel membrane structure orchestrates centrosome positioning and thus the orientation of cell division axis. Internal organs are constantly exchanging signals, and can respond to them with profound anatomical and functional transformations, even in fully developed organisms. Such organ plasticity results from a need to integrate and respond to both environmental information and internal state, and is key to maintaining homeostasis and driving adaptive changes. We are interested in understanding the mechanisms by which organs sense change and respond to it: the molecules, cellular events and physiological adaptations involved. The intestine and its neurons are a fantastic system with which to tackle these questions. Our investigations in Drosophila have uncovered functional similarities between the invertebrate and vertebrate enteric nervous systems (Cognigni et al (2011) Cell Metab). They have also characterized an adaptive mechanism, reminiscent of neurovascular interactions in mammals, which points to a key role for the intestinal vasculature in adaptations to malnutrition (Linneweber et al (2015) Cell). More recently, we have begun to explore the physiological plasticity of the intestinal epithelium: an obvious cellular target of the enteric neurons. I will present some of this work, which has revealed unexpected sexual dimorphisms in intestinal stem cells, as well as intestinal contributions to reproductive success (Hudry et al (2016) Nature, Reiff et al (2015 eLife). I will also discuss some of our ongoing work, aimed at exploring how widespread cell-intrinsic sex differences are beyond fly stem cells using mouse organoids and human embryonic stem cells. doi:10.1016/j.mod.2017.04.528
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Assembly and transport of oskar mRNPs in the Drosophila oocyte Anne Ephrussi European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, Germany mRNA localization to specific subcellular sites within cells is a powerful and conserved phenomenon that allows precise spatial and temporal control of protein synthesis. A paradigm for the study of mRNA transport is oskar mRNA, whose localization at the posterior pole of the Drosophila oocyte is essential for proper patterning of the embryo. Assembly of transport competent oskar mRNPs begins in the nucleus and involves splicing of the first oskar intron and the four core proteins of the Exon Junction Complex (EJC). In the cytoplasm, oskar mRNPs associate with motor proteins that transport the mRNA to its destination at the posterior cortex of oocyte. The importance of splicing of intron 1 is due to its requirement for deposition of the EJC and assembly of a posterior targeting element, the Spliced oskar Localization Element (SOLE), from a bipartite sequence composed of exonic sequences flanking the intron. This element forms a stemloop structure that is positioned immediately next to the EJC deposition site and is critical for efficient transport of oskar mRNA to the posterior pole. New findings will be presented concerning the central role of an RNA-binding atypical Tropomyosin-1 in the recruitment of kinesin-1 motor to oskar mRNA for its transport within the oocyte. doi:10.1016/j.mod.2017.04.529
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Cell competition in mammalian development and tissue homeostasis Cristina Clavería, Covadonga Díaz-Díaz, Cristina Villa del Campo, Miguel Torres
Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Cardiovasculares (CNIC) Madrid, Spain
Multi-cellular organisms have evolved tissue homeostasis mechanisms to ensure life-long fitness of their organs and systems. Among these mechanisms, those that regulate the elimination of unwanted cells are fundamental for tissue development and homeostasis. An important mechanism in this context is the phenomenon of cell competition, by which cells of growing organs are able to compare their fitness with neighbors, and the less-fit but otherwise viable cells are eliminated when confronted with a fitter cell population. Cell competition is executed through the apoptotic elimination of the less-fit population by cell non-autonomous mechanisms. This process is potentially important for the long-term maintenance of tissue performance, as it might provide a mechanism for elimination of suboptimal cells from stem-cell niches and progenitor-cell pools. Furthermore, cell competitive interactions are essential in various animal regeneration models.
Using a genetic mosaic approach in the mouse, we identified Mycmediated endogenous cell competition in the mouse epiblast as a mechanism for the selection of cells with higher anabolic activity for contribution to the developing embryo. Extension of these studies to cardiac development and cardiac adult homeostasis indicates that the epicardial precursors and cardiomyocytes themselves are sensitive to Myc-induced competition. Stimulation of cell competition in the developing and adult myocardium results in the phenotypically silent replacement of wild type cardiomyocytes by the Myc-overexpressing cardiomyocytes. The Myc levels than induce cardiomyocyte competition are within the homeostatic range that supports normal heart anatomy and physiology, which provides a window for intervention in cell replacement strategies. 
